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The immense challenges of unemployment, alcoholism, drug misuse and lack of ambition among other vice 

facing Africa Youth (Kenya as a reference point) can be tackled when the root cause is holistically understood.  

 

Africa must solve her problems by finding her own solutions from within and outside of the ‘foreigners.’ 

The education system that Africa embraced was never meant to solve her challenges. It was meant to create an 

elite society where a small percentage of the population thrives as the rest languish in want and need. It was not 

meant to appreciate the worth of the land, the people and their culture. That is why to date, despite the continent 

having the most of natural resources, optimal climatic conditions and a billion people, she has continued to be at 

the bottom of the ladder in terms of poverty and deficient in a wealth creation mindset. 

 

A holistic understanding of transforming the quality of awareness will bring about a shift of mindset that must 

start at the classroom level – across the board - for a generation. 

  

In the case study as shared by Success For Africa on the paper in reference, the three year pilot project that was 

carried out (2010-2013) by the Kenya Government and the Global Peace Foundation in conjunction with Brand 

Kenya, Teachers Service Commission and Kenya Institutes of Public Policy Research and Analysis showed 

clearly that the induction of Character and Creativity improved school culture, academic standards and values 

for both teachers and parents.  The girl child benefitted automatically by the holistic approach to learning. 

 

In Kenya, the program is supported by Kenya Commercial Bank and Airtel Mobile Communication Company. 

Success For Africa has been campaigning to have this program of character development (The Law of Success-

Adapted for Africa) made mandatory in all learning institutions. Private Partnerships is possible as Success For 

Africa can work with schools and publishers on a win win situation in cascading this very powerful program. 

 

In summary the program fits in the missing gap of many education institutions in Africa that have paid too 

much attention to academics and left out the fundamental ingredient of Character which is -– the 

wholesomeness of building an individual to respect the sacredness of life by nurturing self-confidence, self-

worth and self-application with the designing of definiteness of purpose in the lives of the youth to create 

ambition, vision, leadership and integrity.   

  

In the course of going through school, the youth must have  timetables that include – Documentaries on 

contemporary and emerging issues such as environment, business and entrepreneurship, sports and spirituality 

to name but a few.     Wanjala Sio  

 


